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The Economy of Collaboration - Francesco Ramella 2020-11-29
Over the past few decades, the world economy has undergone radical
transformations, in part connected to the expansion of the ‘digital
economy’, in part to the growing interconnection via the internet of the
world of objects and physical processes. This ‘great transformation’
poses the dilemma on the capitalism’s ability to reconcile economic and
social value, keeping together economic well-being, social cohesion and
political freedom. The Economy of Collaboration can offer a contribution
in this direction but requires courageous policies to mediate the various
interests at stake, as well as to rethink and make more sustainable its
development, by increasing the benefits not only for businesses but also
for workers and consumers. In short, to create shared value. This book
refers to a mode of organizing the production, distribution and
consumption of goods and services based on cooperative relations. The
main reference is to activities linked to the digital economy, since they
are the emerging forms of a definitely older phenomenon, but which is
expanding on an ever-wider scale thanks to new technologies. These
collaborative activities can be regulated differently, along a continuum
that ranges from the pole of market exchanges to that of generalized
reciprocity, with various intermediate mixed forms.

Italian Sociology,1945–2010 - Andrea Cossu 2017-07-13
This book provides a comprehensive profile of the development of
sociology in Italy from the post-war period to the present day. The first
English-language account of the history of Italian sociology, it focuses on
the process of institutionalization of the discipline within the Italian
university system and its changing relationships with extra-academic
actors and institutions: political parties, unions, the Catholic Church,
political and social movements, as well as local and national
governments. Arranged chronologically across eight chapters, it presents
all major steps in the development of the discipline in a theoreticallyinformed but accessible way. The authors explore the pioneering phase
of the 1950s to the establishment of the first academic chairs in the
1960s, from the student revolts of 1968 to the creation of the first
sociological association in the 1980s and up to the present day. It will
appeal to social science and history scholars and students, as well as
readers interested in the history of Contemporary Italy.
Elementi di sociologia economica - Enrica Amaturo 1979
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Calculating the Human - L. Doria 2013-07-12
Why does contemporary calculation develop as calculation of the quality
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of everything? How should we consider calculation of quality and the
relationship between calculation and enhancement of life? These and
related questions are addressed through phenomenological investigation
and a critical analysis of the social science debate.
La scienza economica e la teoria dell'evoluzione - Guglielmo Salvadori
1901

Library. Latin American Collection 1969

Annual Report of the Librarian of Congress for the Fiscal Year Ended ... Library of Congress 1901
Constructing Quality - Jens Beckert 2013-06-13
How can we engage in a market relationship when the quality of the
goods we want to acquire is unknown, invisible, or uncertain? For market
exchange to be possible, purchasers and suppliers of goods must be able
to assess the quality of a product in relation to other products. Only by
recognizing qualities and perceiving quality differences can purchasers
make non-random choices, and price differences between goods be
justified. "Quality" is not a natural given, but the outcome of a social
process in which products become seen as possessing certain traits, and
occupying a specific position in relation to other products in the product
space. While we normally take the quality of goods for granted, quality at
a closer look is the outcome of a highly complex process of construction
involving producers, consumers, and market intermediaries engaged in
judgment, evaluation, categorization, and measurement. The authors in
this volume investigate the processes through which the quality of goods
is established. They also investigate how product qualities are contested
and how they change over time. The empirical cases discussed cover a
broad range of markets in which quality is especially difficult to assess.
The cases include: halal food, funeral markets, wine, labor, school
choice, financial products, antiques, and counterfeit goods. The book
contributes to the sociology of markets. At the same time it connects to
the larger issue of the constitution of social order through cognitive
processes of classification.
Catalog of the Latin American Collection - University of Texas at Austin.
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Changing Governance of Local Economies - Colin Crouch 2004-02-26
This book examines patterns of economic governance in three specific,
contrasting, contexts: machinery-producing districts; declining steel
cities; and clusters of high-technology activities. Building on the work of
their previous book (Local Production Systems in Europe: Rise or
Demise? OUP 2001), which charted the recent development of local
clusters of specialized manufacturing among small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) in France, Germany, Italy, and the United Kingdom,
the authors find patterns of economic governance far more complex and
dynamic than usually described in a literature which insists on
identifying simple national approaches. The machinery industries were
often identified in the literature of the 1980s as prominent cases of
industrial district formation, which were then considerably weakened by
the crises of the mid-1990s. Did clustering help these industries and
their associated districts to respond to challenge, or only weaken them
further? The case studies focus on the Bologna and Modena area of
Emilia-Romagna, Stuttgart in Baden-Württemberg, Birmingham and
Coventry in the English west midlands, but generally in France where
there are very few local concentrations. Even while some thought local
production systems were in crisis, national governments and the
European Commission continued to recommend their approach to areas
experiencing economic decline. This was particularly the case for cities
that had been dependent on a small number of large corporations in
industries that would no longer be major employers. Political and
business leaders in these areas were encouraged to diversify, in
particular through SMEs. Could this be done in response to external
pressure, given that successful local production systems depend on
endogenous vitality? The authors ask these questions of former steelproducing cities St. Etienne, Duisburg, Piombino, and Sheffield. The idea
that local production systems had had their day was challenged by clear
evidence of clustering among SMEs in a number of flourishing high-tech
industries in parts of the USA and western Europe. Why do scientists,
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other specialists and firms actively embedded in global networks, bother
with geographical proximity? This question is addressed by examining
the software firms at Grenoble, the mass media cluster in Cologne, the
information technology sector around Pisa, and the Oxfordshire
biotechnology region.
Aris 2007 -
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Welfare Policy from Below - Arno Pilgram 2021-12-17
Available in paperback for the first time, Welfare Policy from Below is
the most comprehensive study available of social exclusion in
contemporary Europe. Invigorating and informative, the book puts
forward a new form of 'social exclusion knowledge', based on an
innovative conceptual and theoretical framework and a comparative
empirical study of eight European cities. The case studies encompassing research in Germany, Austria, the UK, Italy, Sweden, the
Netherlands and Spain - focus on a range of problems associated with
exclusion. Issues such as poverty, housing, work, migration, gender
equality and the family are considered in the context of different
European welfare regimes, providing insights into the experiences of
ordinary people facing exclusionary challenges. The distinguished
contributors argue that social security and welfare must provide the
infrastructure for the coping strategies of those at risk of exclusion.
Featuring a substantive new preface which includes contemporary
discussions in European welfare policy, Welfare Policy from Below will
be invaluable to policy-makers as well as academic researchers.
Allgemeine Bibliographie Der Staats- und Rechtswissenschaften - 1889

Borderscaping: Imaginations and Practices of Border Making Chiara Brambilla 2016-04-15
Using the borderscapes concept, this book offers an approach to border
studies that expresses the multilevel complexity of borders, from the
geopolitical to social practice and cultural production at and across the
border. Accordingly, it encourages a productive understanding of the
processual, de-territorialized and dispersed nature of borders and their
ensuring regimes in the era of globalization and transnational flows as
well as showcasing border research as an interdisciplinary field with its
own academic standing. Contemporary bordering processes and
practices are examined through the borderscapes lens to uncover
important connections between borders as a ’challenge' to national (and
EU) policies and borders as potential elements of political innovation
through conceptual (re-)framings of social, political, economic and
cultural spaces. The authors offer a nuanced and critical re-reading and
understanding of the border not as an entity to be taken for granted, but
as a place of investigation and as a resource in terms of the construction
of novel (geo)political imaginations, social and spatial imaginaries and
cultural images. In so doing, they suggest that rethinking borders means
deconstructing the interweaving between political practices of inclusionexclusion and the images created to support and communicate them on
the cultural level by Western territorialist modernity. The result is a book
that proposes a wandering through a constellation of bordering policies,
discourses, practices and images to open new possibilities for thinking,
mapping, acting and living borders under contemporary globalization.
Library of Congress Catalogs - Library of Congress 1976
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Borderscaping: Imaginations and Practices of Border Making - Dr
Chiara Brambilla 2015-12-28
Using the borderscapes concept, this book offers an approach to border
studies that expresses the multilevel complexity of borders, from the
geopolitical to social practice and cultural production at and across the
border. Accordingly, it encourages a productive understanding of the
processual, de-territorialized and dispersed nature of borders and their
ensuring regimes in the era of globalization and transnational flows as
well as showcasing border research as an interdisciplinary field with its
own academic standing. Contemporary bordering processes and
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practices are examined through the borderscapes lens to uncover
important connections between borders as a ‘challenge' to national (and
EU) policies and borders as potential elements of political innovation
through conceptual (re-)framings of social, political, economic and
cultural spaces. The authors offer a nuanced and critical re-reading and
understanding of the border not as an entity to be taken for granted, but
as a place of investigation and as a resource in terms of the construction
of novel (geo)political imaginations, social and spatial imaginaries and
cultural images. In so doing, they suggest that rethinking borders means
deconstructing the interweaving between political practices of inclusionexclusion and the images created to support and communicate them on
the cultural level by Western territorialist modernity. The result is a book
that proposes a wandering through a constellation of bordering policies,
discourses, practices and images to open new possibilities for thinking,
mapping, acting and living borders under contemporary globalization.
Qué pudo y qué no pudo el Estado - Mariana Heredia 2022-10-24
En la Argentina, la pandemia de covid-19 agravó una situación ya de por
sí dramática. ¿Cómo reaccionó el Estado frente a la emergencia?
¿Confirmó ese cliché arraigado de que tenemos un "Estado bobo que
hace todo mal"? ¿No es hora ya de contar con un balance serio que evite
las conclusiones rápidas o engañosas, y sobre todo que sirva para el
futuro? Este libro evalúa exhaustivamente cómo funcionaron las políticas
públicas en esos meses febriles y abre la oportunidad de preguntarnos
qué aprendizajes pueden extraerse de una experiencia inédita. A partir
de una investigación realizada en tiempo real en varias ciudades del país,
representativas de la heterogeneidad federal, autoras y autores ponen la
lupa en los dos principales programas lanzados por el gobierno: la
Asistencia de Emergencia al Trabajo y la Producción (ATP), destinado a
empresas y trabajadores registrados, y el Ingreso Familiar de
Emergencia (IFE), para quienes no contaban con vínculos laborales
formales o tenían fuentes de ingreso precarias. Analizando estas políticas
desde todos los ángulos, muestran cómo se decidieron y diseñaron en
tiempo récord bajo la épica de la urgencia, con qué infraestructura
contaban para sortear el riesgo de "dar de más o dar de menos", qué
sociologia-economica-1

significaron para los empresarios y para los trabajadores formales, cómo
vivieron el impacto los sectores medios muy críticos de los "planes" que
por primera vez debían recurrir a la ayuda estatal, qué rol jugaron los
intendentes y gobernadores, de qué modo las plataformas digitales de la
AFIP y la Anses requirieron de "mediadores" (vecinos, militantes,
sacerdotes, contadores) para facilitar los trámites. Así, revelan cómo
mientras el ATP fue modificándose con versatilidad a medida que la
economía se abría, el IFE mostró los límites del Estado para registrar y
llegar a una población vulnerable que estaba por completo fuera de su
radar. En la medida en que la economía no logre volver a crecer de
manera sostenida y que el empleo formal no consiga integrar a gran
parte de los argentinos, las políticas de asistencia estarán destinadas a
perpetuarse. Este libro es una contribución imprescindible para
reconocer lo que fuimos capaces de hacer y un llamado a conservar algo
de inteligencia y pasión para aprender de lo ocurrido, proteger lo
logrado y perfeccionarlo.
Catalogo generale della libreria italiana dall'anno 1847 a tutto il 1899: PZ - Attilio Pagliaini 1905
Library of Congress Catalog - Library of Congress 1974-10
A cumulative list of works represented by Library of Congress printed
cards.
International Bibliography of the Social Sciences - 1990-12-31
First published in 1966. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an
informa company.
Three Latin American Sociologists - Joseph Alan Kahl 1988-01-01
This is the long overdue, second edition of Joseph A. Kahl's masterful
Modernization, Exploitation, and Dependency in Latin America. In the
book, Kahl describes, examines and introduces the life and work of three
important figures in the development of comparative politics and political
sociology: Gino Germani (Argentina), Pablo Gonzales Casanova (Mexico)
and Fernando Henrique Cardoso (Brazil). As Peter B. Evans points out in
his splendid introduction, subsequent developments in comparative
scholarship, as exemplified in the fate of modernization and dependency
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theory, have highlighted the influence of these three Latin Americans,
first introduced to the North American community by this book. This is
the text for students and practitioners of comparative political and socal
science, interested in issues of modernization, development, and
dependency.
¿El 99% contra el 1%? - Mariana Heredia 2022-08-22
De un lado, un puñado de ricos y poderosos que siempre gana y se ríe del
resto; del otro, una mayoría del 99% que sufre distintos grados de
privación. ¿Cuánto ilumina y cuánto confunde esta definición aritmética
de la desigualdad? ¿Cuánto ayuda a la hora de trazar diagnósticos e
implementar políticas? ¿Bastaría con quitar sus privilegios a ese 1% y
estaríamos en una sociedad equitativa? Documentar las ventajas de una
minoría es un paso insoslayable para entender el problema. Pero la
denuncia moral y la vehemencia retórica contra el 1% chocan una y otra
vez con la impotencia práctica y, lo más importante, terminan echando
un manto de silencio sobre los mecanismos sociales que permiten
acumular riqueza y acceder a las posiciones más codiciadas, y que están
naturalizados en vastos sectores medios y medios altos. Luego de años
de investigar estos temas en la Argentina y América Latina, Mariana
Heredia propone entender y discutir las desigualdades contemporáneas
desmontando las etiquetas que impiden pensarlas. Así, muestra que los
"ricos" de hoy poco tienen que ver con las familias tradicionales, la
oligarquía o la burguesía nacional, y que constituyen un grupo
heterogéneo no siempre blindado ante la inestabilidad. Atenta a los
resortes que permiten reproducir el capital, acceder al bienestar y
ejercer poder, analiza cómo las reformas desregulatorias de los años
setenta y noventa achicaron los márgenes del Estado nacional como gran
integrador social y mercantilizaron bienes que eran públicos, como la
salud, la educación, la seguridad. Y nos invita a poner en cuestión ciertos
lugares comunes del debate: ¿qué expectativas depositar en la puja
distributiva entre empleadores y trabajadores? ¿Y en las políticas de
ingresos? ¿Puede la búsqueda de equidad descansar en la movilización
constante y la capacidad de bloqueo de los sectores populares más
golpeados? ¿Se trata de aumentar gravámenes o de afinar los
sociologia-economica-1
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dispositivos para evitar la evasión? ¿Cuál es el poder relativo de la
autoridad presidencial para delinear intervenciones públicas que
minimicen las injusticias? La obsesión por los ricos, sea en clave de
fascinación o de repudio, activa sensibilidades pero no sirve para
entender las causas profundas de la desigualdad. Este libro es un aporte
enormemente revelador para conocer los poderes y las impotencias de
las élites políticas, económicas y sociales, y para imaginar cómo salir del
callejón sin salida en el que estamos y avanzar hacia una sociedad más
integrada.
The Political Economy of Trust - Henry Farrell 2009-08-24
Trust and cooperation are at the heart of the two most important
approaches to comparative politics - rational choice and political culture.
Yet we know little about trust's relationship to political institutions. This
book sets out a rationalist theory of how institutions - and in particular
informal institutions - can affect trust without reducing it to fully
determine expectations. It then shows how this theory can be applied to
comparative political economy, and in particular to explaining inter-firm
cooperation in industrial districts, geographical areas of intense small
firm collaboration. The book compares trust and cooperation in two
prominent districts in the literature, one in Emilia Romagna, Italy, and
the other in Baden-Württemberg, Germany. It also sets out and applies a
theory of how national informal institutions may change as a result of
changes in global markets, and shows how similar mechanisms may
explain persistent distrust too among Sicilian Mafiosi.
Economic Sociology - Carlo Trigilia 2008-04-15
This book systematically reconstructs the origins and new advances in
economic sociology. By presenting both classical and contemporary
theory and research, the volume identifies and describes the continuity
between past and present, and the move from economics to economic
sociology. Most comprehensive and up-to-date overview available by an
internationally renowned, award-winning economic sociologist
Systematically reconstructs the origins and new advances in economic
sociology Organizes the perspectives and methods of economic
sociologists of the classical and contemporary eras, including coverage of
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modernization, globalization, and the welfare state Provides insights into
the social consequences of capitalism in the past and present for
students of economic sociology.
Economic Sociology - Alejandro Portes 2010-04-19
The sociological study of economic activity has witnessed a significant
resurgence. Recent texts have chronicled economic sociology's
nineteenth-century origins while pointing to the importance of context
and power in economic life, yet the field lacks a clear understanding of
the role that concepts at different levels of abstraction play in its
organization. Economic Sociology fills this critical gap by surveying the
current state of the field while advancing a framework for further
theoretical development. Alejandro Portes examines economic
sociology's principal assumptions, key explanatory concepts, and
selected research sites. He argues that economic activity is embedded in
social and cultural relations, but also that power and the unintended
consequences of rational purposive action must be factored in when
seeking to explain or predict economic behavior. Drawing upon a wealth
of examples, Portes identifies three strategic sites of research--the
informal economy, ethnic enclaves, and transnational communities--and
he eschews grand narratives in favor of mid-range theories that help us
understand specific kinds of social action. The book shows how the metaassumptions of economic sociology can be transformed, under certain
conditions, into testable propositions, and puts forward a theoretical
agenda aimed at moving the field out of its present impasse.
Confini e trasgressioni di confini nella sociologia economica, del lavoro e
dell'organizzazione - Filippo Barbera 2003

crucial role in this emerging field. This book presents an integrated
sociological approach to the study of economic innovation. It explores the
key theories and sociological research on innovation, as well as other
contributions to the field of Innovation Studies from economists,
geographers, and psychologists. Ramella argues that in order to
understand the processes of innovation, it is necessary to look at the
actors of innovation, at the relations that exist between them and at the
sectoral and territorial contexts in which they operate. For students, this
book includes international case studies throughout, as well as further
study questions at the end of each chapter.
La sociologia economica contemporanea - Marino Regini
2015-02-01T00:00:00+01:00
L'idea di fondo che ha caratterizzato i rapporti fra sociologia e economia
è stata, fino a qualche decennio fa, che queste due discipline forniscono
teorie e analisi che riguardano aspetti distinti del comportamento
umano. In questa visione la sociologia economica, proprio perché tratta
con categorie sociologiche attività economiche quali la produzione, il
consumo, il lavoro, non può avere che un ruolo residuale rispetto
all'economia. Ma questa idea ha perso efficacia e seguaci via via che la
scienza economica, sempre più egemonizzata dal modello neoclassico
dell'attore razionale che agisce in modo isolato dal contesto sociale e
culturale, si è rivelata incapace di dar conto del ruolo delle istituzioni, del
potere, della cultura. Come spiegare ad esempio il funzionamento del
mercato del lavoro, o quello dei distretti industriali, mediante variabili
puramente economiche, senza chiamare in causa la legislazione e le
politiche statali, le reti di relazione sociale e la cultura? Senza cioè fare
intervenire le istituzioni nella spiegazione dei comportamenti di mercato
o imprenditoriali? La sociologia economica offre spiegazioni delle attività
economiche diverse da quelle offerte dagli economisti tradizionali. In
questo manuale, i migliori specialisti della disciplina fanno il punto su
questi studi, dai mercati del lavoro ai sistemi di welfare, dall'economia
informale al funzionamento delle associazioni di rappresentanza e delle
relazioni industriali, dai comportamenti migratori a quelli di consumo.
Sociological Landscape - Dennis Erasga 2012-03-28

Sociology of Economic Innovation - Francesco Ramella 2015-07-24
This book offers a sociological overview of the theories and research on
economic innovation. Over the past few decades, the economics of
innovation has given rise to a lively flow of studies, and innovation
studies continues to develop as an interdisciplinary field of research.
Sociology in general, and economic sociology in particular, have already
made a significant contribution to innovation and continue to play a
sociologia-economica-1
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More than the usual academic textbook, the present volume presents
sociology as terrain that one can virtually traverse and experience. Each
version of the sociological imagination captured by the chapter essays
takes the readers to the realm of the taken-for-granted (such as
zoological collections, food, education, entrepreneurship, religious
participation, etc.) and the extraordinary (the likes of organizational
fraud, climate change, labour relations, multiple modernities, etc.) altogether presumed to be problematic and yet possible. Using the
sociological perspective as the frame of reference, the readers are
invited to interrogate the realities and trends which their social worlds
relentlessly create for them, allowing them in return, to discover their
unique locations in their cultures' social map.
The Revival of Scholastic Philosophy in the Nineteenth Century Joseph Louis Perrier 1909

bibliografías completan cada entrada con referencias a textos extranjeros
y en nuestra lengua.
Marshall's Evolutionary Economics - Tiziano Raffaelli 2003-08-29
Alfred Marshall was one of the most important economists ever to have
lived. This excellent new book, from a Marshall expert respected the
world over, attempts to show that Marshall anticipated some of the views
that are now associated with the cognitive sciences. Examining
Marshall's philosophy of the human mind, his overall approach to
economics, his concern for socio-economic issues, and the fertility of his
framework, this book breathes fresh life into the fascinating world of
Marshallian economics.
Ibss: Sociology: 1999 - British Library of Political and Economic Science
2001-01-16
IBSS is the essential tool for librarians, university departments, research
institutions and any public or private institution whose work requires
access to up-to-date and comprehensive knowledge on the social
sciences.
Introduzione alla sociologia economica - Michele La Rosa 2004

Diccionario de sociología - Luciano Gallino 2001
Se trata del diccionario de sociología de mayor actualidad y riqueza
disponible en nuestra lengua. El profesor Gallino, catedrático de la
Universidad de Turín, ha llevado a cabo, en más de mil páginas, una obra
admirable, verdadera summa conceptual de la sociología de nuestro
tiempo. Cada entrada está dividida en cinco apartados: definición del
concepto, variantes históricas de su significado, componentes y
modalidades, factores o causas que lo influyen o modifican, y efectos o
influencias en otros fenómenos. En el texto de cada artículo van
indicándose las referencias cruzadas pertinentes. Un amplio índice
analítico permite acudir al diccionario siguiendo diversos itinerarios de
lectura, para utilizarlo así como un verdadero tratado. Nutridas
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The Pan American Book Shelf - 1941
National Union Catalog - 1979
Protest Against the Proceedings of the Lieut.-Governor of Bengal,
in the Matter of the Behar Industrial Institution - William Tayler
1857
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